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Introduction
Booming digital technologies have brought profound changes 
to the energy sector. digitalisation in energy storage technology 
facilitate new opportunities toward progressive low-carbon 
energy systems. This study offers a technological perspective 
to assist perceive the role of digitalisation in energy storage 
development. we have a tendency to depict the landscape of 
convergence between digital and energy storage technologies 
supported a patent co-classification analysis and investigate 
the impact of the digital transformation on energy storage 
innovation through a firm-level empirical analysis. Our 
findings demonstrate a major upward digital trend in energy 
storage technology, with main interaction fields starting from 
lifestyle power provides to regional energy power systems. 
Booming digital technologies have brought profound changes 
to the energy sector. digitalisation in energy storage technology 
facilitate new opportunities toward progressive low-carbon 
energy systems. This study offers a technological perspective 
to assist perceive the role of digitalisation in energy storage 
development [1].

Thermal energy storage may be a promising methodology to 
balance the temporal order match between the intermittent 
energy sources and time-variable user masses however 
cannot address the inferior issue, which ends up within the 
underutilization of low-temperature renewable energy. AN 
absorption-based energy storage heat electrical device (ESHT) 
are able to do temperature upgrading with satisfactory storage 
performance. To any improve the system performance, a 
unique compression-assisted ESHT (CESHT) is planned. 
The dynamic characteristics of the essential ESHT and 
CESHT cycles area unit analyzed and compared. Then, the 
consequences of warmth output, heat input, and warmth sink 
temperatures on the cycle performance area unit investigated. 
Results show that vital enhancements area unit achieved by 
the CESHT cycle for each energy storage performance and 
temperature upgrading ability. With auxiliary compression, 
the temperature elevate is multiplied from thirty °C to sixty 
five °C, and also the needed input temperature is bated from 
sixty °C to forty five °C [2].

To study the operational characteristics of inter-seasonal 
compressed gas storage in aquifers, a coupled wellbore-
reservoir 3D model of the complete underwater system is 
constructed. The hydraulics and physical science properties 

of the wellbore-reservoir system throughout the initial fill, 
energy injection, shut-in, and energy production periods 
area unit analysed. the consequences of well spacing and air 
injection temperature on the seasonal storage method area unit 
investigated. The results show that the ranges of variation in 
wellbore-aquifer pressure and temperature area unit inside the 
suitable level throughout the complete operational method. the 
most wellhead pressure, reaching thirteen.08 MPa, happens 
throughout the primary injection within the initial fill amount 
[3].

Large-scale energy storage technology plays an important 
role in an exceedingly high proportion of renewable energy 
power systems. Solid gravity energy storage technology has 
the potential blessings of wide geographical ability, high 
cycle potency, smart economy, and high dependability, 
and it's prospected to possess a broad application in 
Brobdingnagian new energy-rich areas. As a unique and 
wishes to be any studied technology, solid gravity energy 
storage technology has become one among the necessary 
development directions of large-scale energy storage 
technology. This paper first off shortly introduces varied 
forms of SGES technologies and their characteristics. 
Secondly, to handle the matter that there's no elaborated 
measurement of multiple types of SGES, this paper presents 
an in depth analysis and discussion of varied forms of 
SGES technologies supported the analysis indexes of large-
scale energy storage technologies. Again, by distribution 
cheap weights to every analysis index and performing arts 
normalized analysis, the measurement of the performance 
levels of various SGES technologies is conducted [4].

Under the reform of China’s power market, micro-energy-
grid any enhances its own gain by collaborating within the 
joint dispatch of energy commerce and frequency regulation 
auxiliary services. Aiming at the operation characteristics of 
multi-energy complementary, this paper proposes a price-
based response strategy of micro-energy grid with completely 
different situations within the joint dispatch considering 
each energy commerce and frequency regulation auxiliary 
services. The dispatch structure and method of the micro-
energy-grid area unit first off planned, following with the 
day-ahead economic dispatch strategy, intra-day optimisation 
rolling strategy and time period frequency regulation mileage 
allocation strategy [5].
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